
The Agathas: An Agathas Mystery
The Agathas is a new mystery novel by Agatha Christie. It follows a group
of young women who form a secret society to solve crimes. The book is full
of suspense and intrigue, and it will keep you guessing until the very end.
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The story begins when Mary Burgess, a young woman from a wealthy
family, is found dead in her apartment. The police are baffled by the case,
and they quickly rule it a suicide. However, Mary's friends are convinced
that she was murdered, and they decide to take matters into their own
hands.

The friends form a secret society, which they call the Agathas. They are
named after Agatha Christie, the famous mystery writer. The Agathas are
determined to find Mary's killer, and they will stop at nothing to bring him to
justice.
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The Agathas are led by Nancy Drew, a young woman who is known for her
sharp mind and quick wit. Nancy is joined by Bess Marvin, a wealthy
socialite, and George Fayne, a tomboyish mechanic. The three friends are
a formidable team, and they are determined to solve Mary's murder.

The Agathas investigate Mary's death, and they quickly uncover a number
of suspects. There is Mary's husband, who is a wealthy businessman.
There is also Mary's best friend, who is a jealous woman. And there is
Mary's former lover, who is a known criminal.

The Agathas must carefully investigate each suspect to determine who
killed Mary. They must also be careful not to get caught by the police, who
are still investigating the case.

The Agathas are determined to find Mary's killer, and in the process they
learn a lot about themselves and each other. They learn that they are
stronger when they work together, and that they can achieve anything they
set their minds to.

The Agathas is a thrilling mystery novel that will keep you guessing until the
very end. The characters are well-developed and relatable, and the plot is
suspenseful and exciting. If you are a fan of Agatha Christie, or if you
simply enjoy a good mystery novel, then you will definitely want to read The
Agathas.

The Agathas was published in 2020 by William Morrow. It is available in
hardcover, paperback, and ebook formats. The book is 320 pages long and
has a list price of $26.99.

Buy The Agathas on Amazon



About the Author

Agatha Christie is one of the world's best-selling authors. She has written
over 60 mystery novels and short story collections, which have sold more
than 2 billion copies in more than 100 languages. Christie is best known for
her characters Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple, who have appeared in
dozens of her books.

Christie was born in Torquay, England, in 1890. She began writing mystery
novels in the early 1920s, and her first novel, The Mysterious Affair at
Styles, was published in 1920. Christie wrote steadily throughout her life,
and her last novel, Sleeping Murder, was published in 1976. She died in
1976 at the age of 85.

Christie's books have been adapted for film, television, and stage. Her
characters Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple have been played by a number
of actors, including Albert Finney, David Suchet, and Angela Lansbury.
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Unveiling the Hidden Gem: Moon, Virginia - A
Washington DC Travel Guide
Nestled within the picturesque Loudoun Valley, just a stone's throw from
the bustling metropolis of Washington DC, lies a charming town called
Moon, Virginia....

The Ultimate Survivalist's Medical Guide: A
Comprehensive Review of The Survivalist
Medical Desk Reference
In the realm of survivalism, medical knowledge stands as a paramount
skill. The ability to diagnose and treat injuries and illnesses in remote or...
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